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Abstract: The digital transformation of the economy pressures companies to come up with 
convincing value propositions for investors and customers and to defend a competitive 
position in an environment of start-ups. While the need for creativity abounds in this 
environment, innovation needs to accommodate not only hyped technical advancements, 
but also higher human needs and values. In a two-study mixed-method research project 
covering three IT case studies––a digital toy, a food-delivery app and a telemedicine 
system––we show that the product planning approach from value-based engineering, which 
is inspired by utilitarianism, virtue ethics, and deontology, significantly increases creative 
output and ethical foresight, especially when compared to traditional product roadmapping 
practices. In the value-based approach participants considered a diverse set of stakeholders 
and took potential adverse effects into account, while at the same time acknowledging a 
broad range of value classes including individual and social values as well as unique value 
ideas. While instrumental values with a technical and economic focus (e.g. IT security or 
efficiency) dominated ideas from the traditional product roadmapping approach, participants 
acknowledged higher principles with intrinsic value (e.g. freedom or personal growth) when 
employing value-based product planning. This paper not only presents results on the 
creative power that can be unleashed by taking different ethical perspectives in a value-
based approach, but also includes an inventory of values with detailed descriptions and 
classifications. With this, we hope to inspire future value-oriented research and innovation 
projects and conclude with implications for both value-oriented frameworks and traditional 
innovation practices.  

Keywords: Ethics, values, creativity, technology, innovation, design, product roadmap, 
mixed-method study 
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Introduction 
The digital transformation of the economy, fuelled by the falling cost and rising performance of information 
technology (IT), is accelerating companies’ engagement in product and service innovation. Incumbents are pressured 
to defend a competitive position in an environment of start-ups that want to digitally disrupt existing markets. At the 
same time, these start-ups need to present convincing value propositions to investors and customers to get capital and 
make the market. The importance of creativity abounds in this environment of constant innovation and change. 
However, creativity in terms of new or more product features is not enough. As Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz pointed 
out, “Individuals with common sense are desiring less for the satisfaction of hitherto needs, but for more and better 
needs” (as cited in Sedláček, 2012, p. 274).  

That said, the needs-concept is challenged in particular when it comes to “better” goals for innovation projects. Needs 
can be interpreted as focusing mainly on perceived (Müller and Schönpflug, 1998). Instead, scholars have started to 
argue for a value focus in corporate innovation (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 2011; Porter and Kramer, 2011), which 
conceptually transcends needs. Humans can strive for values that aim at higher achievements for individual, social 
and societal development; they can even distance themselves from some needs in order to achieve what they value or 
perceive as “better” (Fuchs, 2020). Against this background, companies are well advised to expand their innovation 
plans to not only be creative around traditional economic values, but foster higher individual, social and environmental 
values (Penzenstadler and Femmer, 2013).  

Such a fostering of values is particularly important when it comes to IT innovation, which is the focus of this article. 
Ethical problems resulting from the ubiquitous use of IT systems, such as hate speech or privacy breaches, have gained 
political and industry traction (Jobin, Ienca and Vayena, 2019), whereby ethics is––in line with our understanding––
crystallizing around value principles; for example transparency, fairness, privacy, trust, accountability, etc. Thus, a 
current challenge is to develop effective approaches to include values in the IT innovation process in such a way that 
they support creative thinking around better technology. In the past, it has sometimes been argued that a concern for 
values (for example, privacy) would undermine the innovativeness of the economy (e.g., Holden, 2020). Our aim in 
this article is to show that on the contrary, ethical thought processes that are guided by material value ethics can 
substantially increase the creativity of product innovation. And it is not only more ideas that are generated through an 
ethical perspective, but also better ideas that are discerned in line with Stiglitz’s demand. We show this in this article 
by empirically investigating how traditional product roadmaps with a functional and competitive innovation focus are 
limited in these regards. 

The past twenty years have seen a number of value exploration and design methods being proposed for the IT 
innovation practice, e.g., values in technical design (Nissenbaum, 2005), values at play (Flanagan, Howe and 
Nissenbaum, 2005), worth-centred design (Cockton, 2006), value-based engineering (Spiekermann, 2016; 
Spiekermann-Hoff, Winkler and Bednar, 2019) or value sensitive design (VSD; Friedman and Hendry 2019). 
Especially VSD has accumulated qualitative learnings on the dynamics of individual values and their role in various 
case studies (Friedman and Hendry, 2019). However, no systematic quantitative study has yet attempted to measure 
the virtue of value explorations for innovation projects in general. A solid scientific argument for the beneficial role 
of values in the innovation process is still missing. Furthermore, the relation between values being uncovered and their 
claim to support ethical design has been criticized for its vagueness and lacking a proper grounding in ethical theories 
(Manders-Huits, 2011; Reijers, 2018). It is argued that a value-oriented approach that is not thoroughly grounded in 
ethics might unveil values that cannot claim to be “higher” in an ethical sense. Critiques have therefore argued that 
VSD approaches should make a higher commitment to ethics (Jacobs and Huldtgren, 2018). 

In this article, we seek to address these shortcomings by exploring how a value-based and ethically guided innovation 
practice can add creativity and ethical foresight to traditional product roadmapping across various IT products. The 
creativity construct we use as our dependent variable here originates from J. P. Guilford (1966, 1971), who 
conceptualized creativity as a person’s divergent-production ability, that is, the ability to generate many new solutions 
to a problem Across three explorative case studies we conducted over two years on a bike courier application (similar 
to the Foodora or Uber Eats services), a smart teddy bear and a telemedicine system, we show that creativity in terms 
of fluency, flexibility, and originality is dramatically increased when engaging in ethically grounded value thinking. 
Moreover, negative ethical implications of an innovation can be effectively anticipated, contributing to better “ethical 
foresight”. In order to investigate the role of ethically derived values in innovation processes, we chose the value-
based engineering approach (Spiekermann, 2016; Spiekermann and Winkler, 2020), which seeks to uncover human 
and social value consequences. It goes beyond VSD by explicitly applying three prominent ethical theories of moral 
philosophy to uncover the value potentials of a new IT product: utilitarianism, virtue ethics and deontology. While 
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these ethical theories have been widely used in computer ethics to discuss the adverse effects of technology (e.g. 
Johnson 2009; Vallor 2016), their power to drive responsible IT innovation has not been empirically investigated yet. 
What is more, value-based engineering is at the core of the forthcoming IEEE P7000 standard on ethical system design 
(P7000 D3).1 Thus, the research presented here also serves to elaborate the benefits that can be expected from the 
value exploration phase of this global standard.  

In order to study the merits of value thinking in terms of creativity and ethical foresight, we need a baseline method 
of comparison. We chose today’s widely used product roadmapping practice as a point of departure. Any company 
that tries to extend their services with the help of IT typically develops a product roadmap to plan what it wants the 
development team to work on over time. Scholars (Ahmed and Shepherd, 2012) as well as industry authors (Albright 
and Kappel, 2003) have promoted the role of product roadmaps not only as a planning tool, but also as a strategic 
innovation plan. Typically, the market (customer needs and competition) and anticipated technical novelties drive a 
product roadmap’s content. In the absence of strategic innovation units, smaller company innovators especially meet 
around their product roadmap to discuss the advancements of the technology they build in the light of market needs. 
We show that without the additional effort to engage in a value-based approach, such a practice limits creativity and 
the ability to exercise ethical foresight in the innovation process.  

Our paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we first describe innovation management as the context of our 
research, discuss the role of product roadmapping and show how human values have emerged to become more 
important for technology innovation in recent years. After this setting-of-stage, we subsequently derive hypotheses on 
the different effects of product roadmapping and a value-based approach on creativity and ethical foresight in 
innovation ideas, which we then empirically test and discuss. 

Technology-centric versus value-based IT planning and hypothesis development 
In order to explore what the early phases of value-based engineering can add to a traditional product roadmap, we first 
studied the product roadmapping approach, which is not only deeply rooted in industry practice (Albright and Kappel, 
2003), but also pursued by organizations to this day (de Alcantara and Martens, 2019) and embedded in major student 
textbooks on IT innovation management (Ahmed and Shepherd, 2012). At the core of a product roadmap is a 
constantly updated technical dashboard that summarizes the product characteristics, functions and features that go into 
an existing product or service over time. With the help of industry forecasting, companies look into what technologies 
might become relevant over time and anticipate how competitors will try to take advantage of these (Ahmed and 
Shepherd, 2012). Based on this analysis and their own technical maturity, they decide to invest in certain technologies 
that then determine the product and service characteristics in their roadmap. For example, if machine learning is 
anticipated to possess efficiency advantages for a given service such as the bike courier application investigated below, 
companies in this business will consider taking advantage of this technology to improve the bikers’ mobility and 
speed. Or, when speech recognition technology is mature enough to be integrated in toys, analogue toy manufacturers 
will consider upgrading their products to integrate this technical functionality before competitors do so and secure 
market share. This product planning process is typically accompanied by market research, which captures customer 
needs and analyses how these may be linked to technical opportunities. In the following, we present the hypotheses 
that have guided our explorative work on the power of using ethical theories for value exploration and how they can 
enhance this form of traditional product innovation roadmapping. The hypotheses represent likely benefits that 
companies might enjoy by embracing a value-based approach in terms of ethical foresight and stakeholder 
consideration, as well as creative fluency, flexibility, and originality. 

Ethical foresight 
From a wider philosophical perspective, values can be defined as “conceptions … of the desirable”, which influence 
human choices (Kluckhohn 1962, p. 395). In a positive sense, they are principles of the “ought-to-be” (Hartmann, 
1932), but philosophers have outlined that they can also be negative (Hartmann, 1932; Scheler, 1973). For example, 
privacy has a counterpole in openness. In recent years, human, social and environmental values, usually 
underrepresented in traditional product roadmapping, have gained importance in judging innovations: investors are 
more sensitive to the many value harms and uncertainties that an innovation potentially creates, such as privacy, 
security, transparency or bias concerns (Jobin, Ienca and Vayena, 2019). When a negative impact on important values 

 
1 IEEE P7000 standard “Model process for addressing ethical concerns during system design” 
https://standards.ieee.org/project/7000.html 
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such as privacy or security becomes the subject of public discourse or an issue addressed by customers, a company’s 
consideration of these issues might find its way into the roadmap. After all, companies want to build innovations for 
their customers, whose “needs” (as well as legal rights) drive the product roadmap (Albright and Kappel, 2003). Still, 
traditional technology management approaches understand values only as monetary benefits opposed to costs, or as 
an organization’s unique business strategy (e.g., Pham et al. 2013). Even the advancements of traditional product 
roadmapping such as “value roadmapping” (Dissel et al., 2006) share this view of values in terms of “revenues” and 
“savings” and ignore human, social, or moral aspects. But this is too short-sighted. A wider understanding of “values” 
sees value harms when a plane is not safe, a car engine not environmentally friendly or a social network manipulative. 
Such threats depart from the reduced understanding of risks as competitive threats, which product roadmaps can build 
upon (Kappel, 2001).  

Innovation literature has highlighted “exploitation risks” associated with new products or technologies that do not live 
up to the social attitudes and expectations of a diverse set of stakeholders (Specht et al. 2002). So, if an innovative IT 
product bears many positive values and resonates with the desires of a diverse set of stakeholders, then its chances of 
being successful are increased. What is more, if the innovation process is sensitive to negative value potentials inherent 
in a new IT system idea, then these can be proactively addressed in the design of the system. Value-based innovation 
planning uses ethical theories to anticipate both positive and negative value potentials inherent in a new technology 
or technological innovation. With this, value-based product planning promises to answer the call to anticipate 
potentially adverse effects that an IT innovation can entail (Gimpel and Schmied, 2019). We investigate this promise 
of “ethical foresight” by hypothesizing: 

■ Hypothesis 1: A value-based approach leads to the identification of more potentially adverse effects of the 
envisioned IT product than product roadmapping 

We expect this hypothesis to hold true because value-based engineering considers the new technical capability given 
in a product roadmap and asks innovation teams about the value potentials inherent in it for direct and indirect 
stakeholders. Thereby it addresses a shortcoming of traditional product roadmap approaches, which do not stress 
stakeholder recognition beyond direct customers (Albright and Kappel, 2003). While some versions of roadmapping 
are more explicit about stakeholder inclusion, they are often limited to company stakeholders (e.g. Cosner et al. 2007) 
or only include prominent stakeholders from industry, academia and the government (Jeffrey, Sedgwick and 
Robinson, 2013). They do not acknowledge that diverse human beings, animals, nature and society at large may be 
affected by technologies or may be parties indirectly impacted. On the contrary, value-based engineering anticipates 
what a system-of-interest (SOI) like a teddy bear or a bike courier app would look like if it were upgraded with new 
technical capabilities and explicitly asks a product planning team to apply ethical theories in doing so. They are asked 
to 1) list the potential stakeholder harms and benefits of an envisioned SOI becoming pervasive (utilitarian 
perspective), 2) think about long-term character effects resulting for direct and indirect human stakeholders when 
using the SOI (virtue ethical perspective), and 3) to reflect on personal maxims that they consider to be of universal 
importance (deontological perspective).  

Looking at these questions it becomes clear that the ethical background and foresight should naturally lead innovation 
teams to also consider potential negative effects for both direct and indirect stakeholders, such as the harms addressed 
in utilitarian thinking. In this way the ethical analyses employed in the early phases of value-based engineering will 
most likely detect more effects that are relevant for a broad range of stakeholders, leading to Hypothesis 2. 

■ Hypothesis 2: A value-based approach acknowledges more stakeholder groups than product roadmapping. 

Innovation creativity 
Besides the ethical foresight we expect to result from the value-based approach, we argue that companies have a 
genuine interest in pursuing it for another reason: it increases the creativity that can be achieved through product 
roadmapping. Research has shown that ethics and creativity go hand in hand. Ethics is often associated with following 
rules (or moral structures), and ethical theories used in value-based planning like utilitarianism and duty-ethics have 
even been called “rule based” ethics (Krobath, 2009). At first sight, such structured thinking seems to restrict the 
creative power that drives innovation. In fact, it has been suggested long ago that structured creativity techniques 
support creative thinking at several stages of the system development process (Couger, Higgins and McIntyre, 1993). 
This is because new ideas profit from a structure that seeks to support them and enable their implementation. What is 
more, ethics has the potential to elicit creative problem-solving, as ethical issues can never be unambiguously solved 
(Reiss, 2003) and thus require flexible thinking. Empirical research has furthermore shown that the positive influence 
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can be reciprocal: ethical leadership supports creativity (Javed et al., 2017) and a creative approach can help out in 
situations where rule-based ethics does not find a solution (Bierly, Kolodinsky and Charette, 2009). This interplay of 
creativity and ethics has resulted in investigations of the relation between creativity and ethics (e.g. Moran et al. 2014) 
and the call to not discuss creativity and ethics separately (Bierly, Kolodinsky and Charette, 2009).  

Generating new ideas is a core characteristic of creativity (Batey 2012) and forms the starting point for any innovation 
process (Amabile, 1997). J. P. Guilford (1971) has referred to the number of ideas generated in the course of product 
ideation as ideational fluency, which reflects the ability to come up with multiple responses in an open task. Whereas 
the traditional product roadmap elicits product characteristics by considering technology strategy and competitive 
advantage (Albright and Kappel, 2003; Cooper and Edgett, 2010; Pham, Pham and Pham, 2013), value-based 
engineering deduces product characteristics from the values discovered through the different ethical perspectives 
outlined above––namely, utilitarianism, virtue ethics, and deontology. One might expect that an innovation approach 
specializing in identifying product characteristics on a technical level such as product roadmapping should take the 
lead on churning out specific ideas for the IT product’s design. However, while the three ethical perspectives taken in 
the value-based approach are (to some extent) incompatible in their philosophical view of what is good and what is 
right, their different theoretical angles on what “ought-to-be” are expected to produce complementary ideas on how 
humans are impacted by technology. The multiple ethical lenses they adopt, their hypothesized ability to see more 
adverse effects and their described inclusion of more stakeholder groups is likely to lead to an increased fluency. We 
expect this increase in ideas not only for value ideas––that is, ideas that are strongly connected to a value or virtue or 
imply such a connection––but also for ideas on product characteristics, as they are derived from the value ideas 
identified through the multiple ethical perspectives. They consider not only the technological trajectory, but also the 
ethical impacts caused by this trajectory, offering an additional dimension of foresightful thought. We hypothesize 
that this should hold true even when the fluency (of ideas) is corrected for ideas shared by the two approaches.  

■ Hypothesis 3a (fluency, product): A value-based approach inspires more product ideas than product 
roadmapping 

■ Hypothesis 3b (fluency, values): A value-based approach inspires more value ideas than product 
roadmapping 

In accordance with J. P. Guilford’s (1971) conceptualization of creativity as divergent thinking, we test not only 
ideational fluency, but also the flexibility of thought and the originality of ideas. Flexibility refers to the production 
of ideas that transcend thinking in fixed categories or classes (Guilford, 1966). Product roadmaps (Albright and 
Kappel, 2003) focus on linking strategy and operations primarily with technological capability. The resulting value 
propositions thus emphasize economic and technical values and ignore other more human-centered values such as 
psychological and physiological well-being, privacy, autonomy, integrity, etc. The value-based system innovation 
approach, on the other hand, puts the focus precisely on values that go beyond economic and technical values, covering 
individual, social, and environmental values (Winkler and Spiekermann, 2019). Thus, we expect that the value-based 
approach inspires value ideas that cover a wider range of value classes compared to ideas from the product roadmap, 
which indicates a higher degree of creative flexibility (Hypothesis 4: flexibility). Recent work (Winkler and 
Spiekermann, 2019) has classified values by linking them to five sustainability dimensions (Penzenstadler and 
Femmer, 2013), which goes beyond the previously suggested technical, economic, and social value domains 
(Nicolescu et al., 2018) by also including individual and environmental values. Based on this classification, we expect 
that a product roadmap will focus more on economic and technical sustainability while the value-based approach will 
open up value thinking to cover values related to other sustainability dimensions (i.e., other value classes) as well. 

■ Hypothesis 4 (flexibility, value classes): A value-based approach inspires ideas that cover more value classes 
than product roadmapping 

To conclude our creativity hypotheses, we expect that the value-based approach will also inspire more original value 
ideas when compared to the product roadmap (Hypothesis 5: originality). Original ideas are ideas that are rare among 
a set of possible solutions (Thys, Sabbe and De Hert, 2014). Thus, original value ideas do not address mainstream 
values such as “privacy” or “security”, which typically populate ethical guidelines and thus are likely to be mentioned 
often by innovation teams, regardless of the method used. Instead, they signal a thinking outside the box and existing 
frames of reference, targeting values that go beyond easily accessible concepts and focusing on the unique specificity 
of a technology context. Examples could be the idea to foster “friendship” among bike couriers when a food delivery 
app is planned, or to protect a child’s “autonomy” when it uses a digital teddy bear.  
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■ Hypothesis 5 (originality, values): A value-based approach inspires more original value ideas than product 
roadmapping 

Considering that values are highly context-specific, we chose three technology case studies to test the hypotheses 
outlined above. It is difficult to estimate the effect of a different form factor or context of use on innovation analyses, 
which is why we explore this question empirically by including the case study as independent variable in the statistical 
analyses.  

Research Methodology 
In two studies, 54 university students each engaged in two innovation management tasks: product roadmapping and 
value-based planning. In Study 1, 12 participants worked on a (fictitious) bike courier app (Case 1), a smartphone 
application that organizes the tasks, contracts, and payments of couriers who deliver food from restaurants to private 
consumers by bike. In parallel, 24 participants analysed a (fictitious) smart teddy bear (Case 2), which targeted two- 
to nine-year old children. One year later, in Study 2, 35 student participants working in teams of two analysed a (real-
world) telemedicine system (Case 3) that was presented by the CEO of a start-up company. This telemedicine system 
operates by connecting patients to a general practitioner who makes an online diagnosis and refers patients to 
specialized doctors highly recommended by their peers. All three cases related to existing systems of interest, either 
in analogue form (smart teddy bear), early version deployment (bike courier app) or as a prototype (telemedicine 
system). The innovation task focused on the product characteristics that should evolve from there on. 

All student participants were enrolled in an information systems master programme, which requires 700 full hours (28 
ECTS) of computer science training and at least 1500 hours (60 ECTS) of business management and/or economics 
training prior to enrolment. Thus, participants had a solid technological and economic background for an IT innovation 
management task. To ensure and control for participants’ effort in both innovation tasks, students received separate 
grades for each of the tasks. We excluded participants who had not put appropriate effort into the respective innovation 
tasks or misunderstood a task. On average, participants were 24 (study 1; M = 23.9, SD = 2.6) and 25 (study 2; M = 
24.6, SD = 2.6) years old and originated from more than ten different nations. In Study 1, 48% of participants were 
female; in Study 2, 38% of participants were female.  

Procedure 
In order to compare the patterns of results across the two studies (and the underlying case studies), we kept the study 
design as similar as possible in a non-laboratory context. In both studies, students first received roughly six hours of 
introductory lectures on innovation management, including the product roadmapping technique; they were then asked 
to develop a product roadmap for one of the three technologies using the technique outlined by Albright and Kappel 
(2003). Finally, they identified product characteristics by reflecting on technological developments and market 
competition. After completing this first innovation task, the same students received an introduction––once again of 
six hours’ duration––to the three ethical theories of utilitarianism, virtue ethics, and duty-ethics. They learned how 
these ethical theories can be used to elicit values and derive product characteristics (Spiekermann, 2016). Note that 
Study 1 used a word document with tables to register innovation ideas, while an online interface was used in Study 2. 
Also, we required the consideration of different stakeholders in Study 2: stakeholders needed to be explicitly listed 
prior to product roadmapping and explicitly associated with product ideas gained in the value-based approach.  

As outlined above, value-based product planning builds on utilitarianism, virtue ethics and deontology. These theories 
are used in a fixed order. First, potential benefits and harms that arise for stakeholders (utilitarianism) are noted; then, 
impacted stakeholder virtues are noted; finally, those personal maxims (of the participant) that could either be 
undermined or should be fostered by the innovation (deontology) are identified. This ordering (which is also used in 
the IEEE P7000 standard) ensures that the three ethical analyses build on each other. Utilitarianism typically implies 
the broadest collection of stakeholder effects, both positive and negative; virtue ethics then goes deeper in terms of 
the concrete effects on stakeholders’ long-term character and behaviour; finally, deontology calls for the personal 
conscientiousness of innovators to reflect on their prior findings and identify the few principles that they would want 
to see universally embraced. All benefits, harms, virtues and maxims are individually labelled to capture the specific 
value idea. Afterwards, one or more suited product characteristics, which are able to address the respective value in 
the system design, are derived. In the analyses below, we control for the effects resulting from the order of innovation 
tasks and ethical theories applied by excluding all overlaps of ideas between them. Table 1 in the appendix summarizes 
the description of ideas we collected from participants and the aggregated factors we derived from this qualitative data 
for our analysis.  
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Data Coding and Content Analysis 
Innovative thinking is a highly creative exercise (Amabile, 1997). To capture the meaning of more than 2000 raw 
innovation ideas we collected from participants in the two studies, we applied a mixed-method approach in various 
data analysis cycles. First, participants used different levels of depth and breadth to describe their ideas (both product 
ideas and value ideas) and not all were able to capture their thoughts with precise labels. Finding the appropriate value 
label to represent their thoughts, as required from the instructions in the value-based approach, was especially 
challenging for the participants. For example, a participant would talk about how important it is for people to give 
their consent to the processing of their personal data, but would then not be able to label this concern as a “privacy” 
issue. Therefore, we analysed and coded all of the raw innovation ideas, 1) assigning common idea category labels to 
them and 2) identifying the direction of ideas that could be either positive, negative or neutral. For example, a privacy 
issue, such as a digital teddy bear sharing data for unwanted reasons, would be coded as a “negative” raw idea, spotting 
the potential harm associated with the innovation. Figure 1 presents a schematic overview of the coding process and 
the developed category system, including the higher-level category groups and value classes, which are described in 
more detail below as well as in Table 2 and Table 3 in the appendix. 

 
Figure 1. Coding process. 

After coming up with a detailed codebook inductively for Study 1, two coders applied it independently to the raw 
ideas using the ATLAS.ti software. The initial intercoder agreement index Cohen’s kappa (ĸ; Cohen et al. 1960) 
showed good agreement for a first sample of ideas (ĸ = 0.743 for the smart teddy bear, ĸ = 0.782 for the bike courier 
app) and substantial agreement for the final coding of the complete dataset of study 1 (ĸ = .69 for the smart teddy bear, 
ĸ = .65 for the bike courier app). Still, we continued with this baseline and resolved all disagreements. In a second 
step, we grouped all idea categories on a higher level of abstraction (Mayring, 2014), allowing us to identify idea 
category groups. These category groups comprised ideas that related to product characteristics (e.g. “reward system”, 
“health monitoring”, or “entertainment programme”), but also bundled ideas on personal characteristics/abilities (e.g. 
increased “curiosity”, “humour”, or “social skills”) impacted by the innovation as well as emotions. Among the idea 
category groups that related to values, we were able to discern instrumental and intrinsic values (Scheler, 1973; Kelly, 
2011) as well as virtues.  

In Study 2 (the telemedicine system), the digital interface invited participants to label their raw ideas more precisely 
themselves. They also had to indicate whether the innovation effect they described was beneficial or harmful. Still, 
several idea labels were poorly chosen by participants. Therefore, two coders again iteratively analysed all ideas and 
indicated labels and revised these where needed until full intercoder agreement on the specific idea categories and 
groups was reached. Where idea categories from Study 1 did not fit, a new category was added to the codebook, 
resulting in an overall pool of 272 idea categories. Table 4 in the appendix lists all idea categories and groups and 
describes the nature of ideas that they capture. 
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Measures 
To understand the ability of each innovation approach to anticipate ethical issues, we compared the number of ideas 
that take adverse effects into account (Hypothesis 1) by counting the number of ideas describing negative effects. We 
considered all ideas here except those classified as neutral product ideas that had no valence or direction of effect. We 
then looked at the degree of stakeholder consideration among participants’ ideas (Hypothesis 2). For this purpose, we 
first determined relevant stakeholder groups that came up in the participants’ idea description and then calculated the 
average number of stakeholders that a participant thought of when conducting a respective innovation task.  

We used J. P. Guilford’s conceptualization (1971) to assess the creativity unleashed by the two innovation tasks in 
terms of idea fluency, flexibility and originality (Hypotheses 3-5). Fluency is measured in quantitative terms as the 
number of responses provided to an open-ended question (Batey 2012), such as a classic fluency task, which asks to 
list, for example, consequences of a given event, or uses for common objects (Guilford, 1971). To assess the fluency 
of product ideas (Hypothesis 3a), we counted the product characteristics that participants enlisted in the product 
roadmapping task and the product characteristics that were derived from the identified values in the value-based 
planning task. We controlled for overlaps by not including product characteristics that had been mentioned in the 
analyses before or were repeated within an analysis. To assess value fluency (Hypothesis 3b), we focused on the 
number of value ideas, i.e., ideas that either related to a stakeholder value (e.g. accuracy, convenience, accessibility, 
etc.) or implied a value. For example, when a participant wrote in the product roadmap about encryption for better 
security or a “secure system”, we categorized this implicit value of security as a value idea.  

Hypothesis 4 looks at how flexible people are in their creative thinking, which combines a qualitative with a 
quantitative assessment (Guilford, 1966, 1971). We operationalized value flexibility as the number of value classes 
that a participant’s ideas span. We qualitatively distinguished between value ideas that supported different dimensions 
of sustainability (Penzenstadler and Femmer, 2013), as has been suggested by Winkler and Spiekermann (2019). In a 
similar process as for the category groups (Mayring, 2014), two coders iteratively assigned every value idea to a value 
class that supported one of five sustainability dimensions (technical, individual, social, economic, and environmental 
sustainability), as well as the overlapping area among these dimensions (e.g. techno-social sustainability), until they 
reached full agreement (see Table 4 in the appendix for all idea categories and assigned value classes). 

The third aspect, originality, is one of the two most widely ascribed characteristics of creativity (Batey 2012) and can 
be judged quantitatively as a “statistical rarity among more popular solutions” (Thys et al. 2014, p. 367). Thus, we 
assessed value originality (Hypothesis 5) through the frequency of a value idea within a case study. First, we 
determined the percentage of participants that mentioned each idea category 𝑖 within each case study, forming the 
preliminary idea uniqueness score 𝐼𝑂𝑆!. We then computed the mean originality score 𝑃𝑂𝑆	for every participant’s 
value ideas and defined it so that a higher score signals higher originality. This yields the following formula,  

𝑃𝑂𝑆 = 1 −
1
𝑘+𝐼𝑂𝑆!

"

!#$

	, 

where 𝑘 is the total number of ideas of the participant. We chose this approach to avoid an overly strict and binary 
view of originality (i.e., classifying an idea as either original or not), which would lead to a right-skewed distribution 
with most people having very few original ideas. The mean originality score per participant, on the other hand, 
supports a normal distribution with many people having ideas with a medium originality score and few people having 
ideas that are highly original or not original at all.  

Results 
In total, participants came up with 1310 ideas in Study 1, linked to 394 ideas for the bike courier app and 916 ideas 
for the smart teddy bear, where the product roadmap yielded only 24.4% (bike courier app) and 26.2% (smart teddy 
bear) of ideas, respectively. In Study 2, the teams came up with 809 ideas for the telemedicine system, of which 38.6% 
were gleaned in the product roadmap analysis.  

To test our hypotheses, we statistically assessed the influence of the product roadmapping approach and the value-
based approach (which formed the repeated measurements predictor variable) on each of the outcome variables (the 
three creativity parameters of fluency, flexibility and originality; and the two ethical parameters of adverse effects and 
considered stakeholders). Table 5 in the appendix shows descriptive statistics for all parameters. The product case 
studies (bike courier app, smart teddy bear, telemedicine system) were entered as additional predictor variables in the 
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mixed factorial ANOVAs. We sought thereby to control for the slight differences in set-up between the two studies. 
The dataset that represented the ideas from both innovation approaches described all participants completely and with 
the same number of repeated measurements, forming a complete data array. Additionally, the creativity measures 
(fluency, flexibility and originality) as well as the ethical measures (adverse effects, considered stakeholders) formed 
continuous variables, thus fulfilling the requirements for repeated-measures ANOVAs. We used Bonferroni 
corrections for post-hoc pairwise comparisons. All analyses were conducted with SPSS (Version 23). In the results 
section below we interpret significant main effects of the case study as well as the interaction effects of case study and 
approach. Table 6 in the appendix provides the details of all statistical effects. 

On the direction of ideas and ethical foresight  

Figure 2 shows the mean number of beneficial and harmful effects reflected in all the participants’ ideas. When 
engaging in product roadmapping, participants did not capture any adverse effects, while the value-based approach 
resulted in an average of ten adverse effects (M = 10.02, SD = 4.27). This is in line with Hypothesis 1 and is mirrored 
in the significant main effect of the product roadmapping vs. value-based approach on the number of ideas 
acknowledging adverse effects, F(1, 51) = 263.88, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.84. In the product roadmap, participants neutrally 
listed what should go into the product or service. In line with this, more than half of the product roadmapping ideas 
collected (55.1%) were coded as neutral product characteristics. At the same time, 44.9% of the descriptions even 
implied a beneficial effect, for instance when positive values of the technologies were portrayed (e.g. “ease of use”, 
“IT security”, or “efficiency & optimization”). This shows that while product roadmaps fail to capture adverse effects 
(as hypothesized), they are not neutral either, but tend to portray technical ideas rather positively, mostly emphasizing 
technical and economic values. 

A closer look at the different ethical perspectives shows that they identified beneficial and adverse effects in a roughly 
balanced way with utilitarianism covering marginally more adverse effects (54.4%) when compared to the other two 
ethical theories (virtue ethics, 50.6% adverse effects; deontology, 51.6% adverse effects). Ethical theories rarely led 
to neutral ideas. 

 
Figure 2. Means with 95% confidence intervals for ideas describing adverse (left) and beneficial effects 
(right) across case studies. 

On stakeholder consideration 

We then looked at the number of stakeholders that the participants acknowledged in their ideas. Figure 3 shows the 
means for the two approaches across all case studies. As product roadmapping was conducted first and value-based 
planning afterwards, we controlled for all overlaps by not counting stakeholders in the value-based analysis that 
participants had already mentioned in the product roadmap. While participants’ ideas resulting from the product 
roadmap acknowledged on average two stakeholder groups (M = 2.33, SD = 1.85), the value-based approach inspired 
ideas that acknowledged an average of five additional stakeholder groups (M = 4.94, SD = 2.15). This difference was 
significant, F(1, 51) = 50.05, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.50, and supports Hypothesis 2. When the three ethical perspectives are 
considered separately, results show that participants identified more new stakeholders in the utilitarian analysis (M = 
3.31, SD = 1.79) than in the product roadmap, followed by virtue ethics (M = 1.04, SD = 1.20) and deontology (M = 
0.59, SD = 0.88).  
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Figure 3. Means with 95% confidence 
intervals for number of stakeholder 
groups covered across case studies. 

Figure 4. Frequency of stakeholders mentioned in the pool of ideas from the 
product roadmap (312 ideas) and the value-based approach (497 ideas) for the 
telemedicine system. 

There was also a significant effect of the case study, with post hoc pairwise comparisons showing that the telemedicine 
system case triggered significantly more stakeholder groups overall (M = 4.31, SD = 1.37) than the smart teddy bear 
(M = 3.04, SD = 0.90; p = 0.002). We interpret this result in relation to the more balanced research design in Study 2, 
where participants explicitly listed direct and indirect stakeholders before developing a product roadmap. There was 
also significant case study/approach interaction effect with the bike courier app inspiring participants to acknowledge 
more additional stakeholders in the value-based approach than the other two case studies. 

Because stakeholders needed to be explicitly listed prior to product roadmapping in Study 2, we only used the 
telemedicine case to look into how the nature of considered stakeholders differs. When looking into the details of who 
was considered by participants inFigure 4, differences between product roadmapping and value-based engineering 
become apparent. The two approaches have two primary users in common that heavily dominated the stakeholder 
groups; that is “patients” (mentioned 242 times in the value-based approach and 45 times in the product roadmap) as 
well as “doctors” (mentioned 256 times in the value-based approach and 79 times in the product roadmap). This 
commonality signals that both approaches are equally suited for identifying the most important direct stakeholders of 
case. However, many distinct stakeholder roles were recognized by value-based planning that were not seen at all in 
roadmapping; for instance, not only “colleagues”, “community” and “family”––but also “employer” or 
“shareholders”. “Society” or the “public” as indirect stakeholders crucial for the “shared value” literature (Porter and 
Kramer, 2011) were not mentioned once in product roadmapping, compared to 20 times in value-based planning. Most 
importantly, value-based engineering referred to a generic “user” only about half as often (24 times) as product 
roadmapping did (46 times). Thus, the value-based approach produced ideas that reflected a much higher range of 
stakeholder groups, including a perspective of the common person (“everyone”) as well as society at large.  

Fluency in terms of product and value ideas 
On average, participants had 12 product characteristic ideas (M = 12.00, SD = 7.67) in the product roadmap compared 
to 24 additional product characteristics (M = 24.44, SD = 22.15) from the value-based approach. This difference in 
the number of product ideas was significant, F(1, 51) = 26.26, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.34, and supports Hypothesis 3a. 
Remember that we only considered new product characteristics derived in value-based planning, excluding ideas that 
a participant had enlisted in the product roadmap before. The data underscores an immensely positive influence ethical 
theories can have for generating product ideas (see Figure 4). When the different ethical theory perspectives are 
considered separately, our data shows that a utilitarian reflection alone could inspire as many unique product ideas as 
the whole product roadmapping exercise (M = 12.17, SD = 9.88), followed by seven additional ideas from virtue ethics 
(M = 6.81, SD = 7.52) and five from deontology (M = 5.46, SD = 6.66). The product case had an influence on the 
fluency of product ideas, with the telemedicine case study showing a significantly higher output in terms of product 
ideas than the other two case studies (p < 0.001). The interaction of case study and innovation approach was 
significant, as the telemedicine case study also showed a more pronounced increase of ideas in the value-based 
approach compared to the other two case studies (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Means with 95% confidence intervals for corrected fluency of product ideas (left) and value ideas 
(right) across case studies. 

Value-based planning not only generates many more product ideas than traditional roadmap planning: the value 
fluency it unleashes is even more noteworthy. A total of 85.9% of the ideas resulting from value-based planning 
referred to intrinsic (35.4%) or instrumental values (26.5%) and virtues (24.0%) that could and should be considered 
when launching the innovation. Even though participants were not explicitly instructed to cover values in the product 
roadmapping approach, they went beyond the mere identification of product characteristics (which represented 55.1% 
of their ideas) and also mentioned or implied both instrumental (37.8%) and intrinsic values (7.1%). More concretely, 
participants came up with an average of five value ideas in the product roadmapping task (M = 5.39, SD = 4.52). This 
compares, however, to 18 additional value ideas in the value-based approach (M = 17.78, SD = 6.83). A closer 
investigation of the different ethical theory perspectives shows that participants came up with most ideas in the analysis 
inspired by utilitarianism (M = 9.33, SD = 4.16) and the least number of ideas in the deontological analysis (M = 2.50, 
SD = 1.92; virtue ethics, M = 5.94, SD = 2.94). Taken together, these numbers indicate that the two innovation 
approaches had a highly significant influence on value fluency, F(1, 51) = 138.22, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.73, which is in 
line with Hypothesis 3b. 

Flexibility of value ideas spanning value classes 

To assess participants’ creative flexibility, we looked at the number of value classes (i.e., sustainability dimensions) 
that a participant’s value ideas spanned. Results show that the innovation approach had a significant influence F(1, 
51) = 202.76, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.80, supporting Hypothesis 4. Figure 6 shows that a participant’s ideas covered on 
average two sustainability dimensions in the product roadmap (M = 2.09, SD = 0.85; participants mostly focused on 
technical, economic or individual sustainability) compared to five sustainability dimensions when value-based 
planning was applied (M = 4.59, SD = 1.07). The case study had no significant influence on creative flexibility.  

Looking into the nature of this thought-flexibility, it is noteworthy that both innovation approaches uncover economic 
values such as “efficiency”, “high quality service”, “job positions & opportunities”, etc. Due to its higher fluency, the 
value-based approach yields more economic value potentials in absolute terms, while the relative creative flexibility 
on this economic dimension is comparable for the two approaches. Technical values, however, show the expected 
difference: 61.9% of the value ideas reported in the roadmapping exercise are of a technical nature as opposed to only 
4.7% in the value-based approach. In relative terms, value-based thinking focuses less on the value that technologies 
can carry in terms of “ease of use”, “IT security”, “durability”, “ease of maintenance”, etc. Instead, it opens up creative 
flexibility to consider social and individual values potentially relevant for the innovation. Social values such as 
“community”, “charity”, “cooperation”, “family” and “human contact” (e.g. between bike couriers) make up 10.5% 
of the value ideas from the value-based approach but are hardly recognized in product roadmapping (only 2.4% of 
value ideas). In addition, value-based planning sees many more individual values impacted by the technologies 
(51.0%) than the product roadmapping (18.9%). Thus, values such as a gain in “flexibility”, “free time”, and “control”, 
but also potential losses of “control” or a rise in “corruptibility” are more likely to be recognized when using a value-
based approach. While product roadmapping is not stuck completely in the technical value domain, an average 
participant spotted only one individual value through product roadmapping, such as the mainstream value of individual 
“safety” in the case of the smart teddy bear. Finally, what seems to be a weakness of both approaches is that 
environmental values are not at all recognized by product roadmapping, and only recognized in a very limited way in 
the value-based approach as we tested it (1.1%). 
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Figure 6. Means with 95% confidence intervals for flexibility across case studies (left) and distribution of value classes for 
the two approaches (right). Figure on the right shows all value ideas for the product roadmapping (291 value ideas) and the 
value-based approach (1,264 value ideas) aggregated from the three case studies. 

Originality of value ideas 
To assess originality, we looked at the frequency of value ideas among individual participants in every case study. 
The product roadmap approach resulted in a mean originality score of 0.3 (M = 0.30, SD = 0.13), whereas the value-
based approach yielded a mean originality score of 0.5 (M = 0.54, SD = 0.07). These numbers signal that an average 
idea from the product roadmap was mentioned by 70% of all participants (0.70 = 1 – 0.30). Representative value ideas 
for this level of originality are “efficiency & optimization” for both the telemedicine system and the bike courier app 
and “ease of use” for the smart teddy bear. On the other hand, an average idea from the value-based approach was 
more original, with less than half of the participants thinking of it (0.46 =1 
– 0.54). Representative examples here are “patience” in the telemedicine 
case, “human contact” for the smart teddy, and “job positions & 
opportunities” for the bike courier app. This difference in originality was 
significant, F(1, 51) = 205.71, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.80, and supports 
Hypothesis 5. The interaction effect of case study and approach was also 
significant, with a more pronounced increase in original ideas when the 
value-based approach was used with the bike courier app than in the other 
two cases (see Figure 7).  

Looking at the three ethical analyses in the value-based approach, we see 
the highest originality arising from the virtue ethical analysis (M = 0.64, 
SD = 0.10; compared to utilitarianism, M = 0.49, SD = 0.11; and 
deontology, M = 0.51, SD = 0.16). This shows that the varied dimensions 
of human character and behaviour, such as “gratefulness” and “tactfulness” 
(each mentioned by less than 10% of participants) can inspire unique ideas 
for service design. In contrast, the product roadmap inspired more common ideas; for instance, “ease of use” was 
mentioned by at least 75% of participants. Across the three case studies “IT security” was the most frequent value 
idea.  

Discussion  
In two mixed-method studies, we explored the relative creative output and ethical foresight of traditional product 
roadmapping and value-based product planning. Results consistently support our hypotheses, yielding highly 
significant differences for all the creativity parameters and ethical indicators we compared across the two innovation 
approaches. Building on previous criticism of traditional product roadmapping, our findings show the need for product 
roadmapping practices to extend their understanding of values and acknowledge the potential adverse effects 
technologies can cause for direct and indirect stakeholders.  

We have seen above that scholars call for “better” needs and values to be considered in innovation. If we interpret this 
as a call for the consideration of intrinsic values worthy in their own right, such as “dignity”, “freedom”, “personal 
growth”, etc., our data suggests that most intrinsic values (91.89%) were elicited by the value-based approach. 
Furthermore, the technologies’ impact on human virtues such as “courage”, “integrity” and “self-discipline”, as well 
as on vices such as “greed”, “jealousy”, and “loss of patience”, was only covered in the value-based approach in the 
form of individual, economic and social/individual values. These findings clearly show that an ethically grounded 
approach such as value-based engineering provides a promising methodology for fostering higher values in IT 
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Figure 7. Means with 95% confidence 
intervals for originality scores across case 
studies. 
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innovations. The detailed description and classification of the 272 categories in Table 4 in the appendix, which 
emerged from ideas on three IT case studies with different use contexts, can be used as an inspirational source for 
future value-based projects and innovation practices.  

Summary of results 
Value-based product planning aims to inspire ethically aligned innovation ideas that consider the implications of an 
envisioned IT product for affected stakeholders. Results from all three case studies show that explicitly requiring 
reflection on adverse effects triggers considerations of possible harms, which are not captured by product roadmaps. 
Across our three case studies, the product roadmap did not capture any of the potential adverse effects, whereas the 
value-based approach yielded a total of 121 adverse effects for the bike courier app, 243 for the smarty teddy bear and 
177 for the telemedicine system. A limited conception of who the stakeholders are could be contributing to a blind 
spot in considering adverse effects that might be caused. In general, the two main users of the system dominated the 
pool of ideas across all three case studies. However, the value-based approach introduced an average of five additional 
stakeholders. Thus, inspiring ideas that acknowledge a diverse range of stakeholders is an additional asset of a more 
holistic, ethical approach, which can contribute to more creative and ethically aligned ideas for IT design and 
innovation.  

Our results yield several insights into the creative thinking of individual participants. First, the value-based approach 
yielded an average of 23 value ideas, which is a more than fourfold increase on the average of five ideas from the 
traditional product roadmapping. For the case study on the bike courier app, the value-based product planning yielded 
as much as five times as many value ideas as the product roadmap. The increased fluency also showed itself in twice 
as many ideas on specific product characteristics (24 ideas in the value-based approach compared to 12 in the product 
roadmap). Second, we considered the nature of the participants’ ideas by looking at the different value classes (social, 
individual, technical, economic, environmental) that they span. As expected, participants focused on technical and 
economic values in the product roadmap. When using the value-based approach, participants showed a higher 
flexibility in thinking about values and covered more than two additional value classes, opening up innovation ideas 
that also spanned social and individual values. The third investigated creativity aspect was the originality that the two 
approaches can spark off, operationalized as the infrequency of a value idea within each case study. Here, too, the 
value-based approach inspired participants to think outside the box and come up with value ideas that target context-
specific stakeholders and interactions rather than the mainstream values that the product roadmap approach elicits, 
demonstrated by an originality score that was more than twice as high in the case of the bike courier app.  

Overall, the three case studies under investigation show similar patterns across the different parameters that we 
investigated, supporting the applicability of value-based product planning for technologies with different physical 
setups, purposes, and contexts. Still, results differ in a few aspects, which we wish to discuss forthwith. First, the 
significantly higher output of product ideas in Study 2 (on the telemedicine system) could have resulted from using 
the online interface that we designed for this purpose. This interface allowed participants to link several ideas on 
product adaptations to every idea that they had inserted in the three ethical analyses. Second, the smaller sample of 
participants working on the bike courier app could have made it easier to come up with ideas that few others in the 
group also thought of, resulting in higher originality scores for this case study. Lastly, the improved instructions in 
Study 2 (the telemedicine case study) provided a more balanced focus on stakeholders across the product roadmapping 
and the value-based approach. Participants explicitly listed stakeholders prior to engaging in the product roadmapping 
task. This change in study instructions could have led to the substantial increase in stakeholders acknowledged in the 
product roadmap. It suggests that such a prior listing and thereby explicit conception of a wider set of stakeholders 
might lead to a better consideration of diverse stakeholders even when product roadmapping is used. Still, participants 
acknowledged a greater diversity of stakeholders in the value-based approach than in their product roadmap, including 
“society” and “community”. 

Implications for practice 
The results we present are of high relevance for current practices in companies that still follow traditional product 
roadmapping and emphasize mainly technology and direct customers as stakeholders. Recent criticism has emphasized 
that the traditional product roadmap approach needs to change in order to be able to accommodate current requirements 
(Münch, Trieflinger and Lang, 2018). Our findings are in line with this criticism. Value-based product planning widens 
the awareness of different stakeholders significantly (Figure 3), not only when compared to traditional product 
roadmapping, but also when compared to the identified stakehoders in previous research that employed a multi-level 
analysis on the adoption of a telehealth innovation (Cho, Mathiassen and Robey, 2007). The value-based approach 
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acknowledges the many specific roles in which human beings interact with a new technology and gives them a voice 
in the technology’s configuration (Figure 4). As acknowledged above, participants were much better at including 
stakeholders in their ideas for the product roadmap in Study 2 where they were first asked to think of and list all 
potentially affected stakeholders for the telemedicine system. As Figure 3 shows, they referred to an average of 3.9 
stakeholders, which is statistically comparable to the 4.7 stakeholders acknowledged in the value-based planning 
approach. From this we conclude that explicitly listing both direct and indirect stakeholders can improve the 
consideration of various stakeholder even for traditional approaches such as product roadmapping. This is especially 
relevant as it emphasizes a significant shortcoming of traditional product roadmap approaches that do not stress 
stakeholder recognition at all (Albright and Kappel, 2003). While other versions of roadmapping are more explicit 
about the consideration of stakeholders, they are often limited to company stakeholders (e.g. Cosner et al. 2007) or 
only include prominent stakeholders from industry, academia and the government (Jeffrey, Sedgwick and Robinson, 
2013). They do not acknowledge that alongside obvious stakeholders, many other individuals and groups––and indeed 
society at large––can be indirectly impacted by a given technology. We see this as a larger problem that has not 
received enough attention in practice.  

Secondly, our findings show that understanding product evolution mainly as driven by competitive technological 
developments constrains creative innovation potential and ignores potential adverse effects. Companies that manage 
their incremental technical product evolution internally are confronted with the question of what strategic role they 
should give to the product roadmap. We argue that product roadmaps should be challenged by value-based planning 
before deciding what the development team should work on. Just as in our study setup, product roadmapping can 
sketch out an initial operational concept for a system of interest to be complemented and refined with the help of 
value-based planning. Even better, the two approaches could be applied in an iterative way to tackle the dynamic 
environment where current technology innovation takes place. This does not mean that all the ideas and sustainability 
dimensions gained in value-based planning must end up in the final product roadmap, but rather that they should be 
considered throughout the strategic innovation planning process. Our results show that this would be hugely beneficial 
for companies.  

Implications for research 
While we focus here on traditional product roadmapping versus a value-based approach, we also see relevance in our 
findings for related methods and research areas. Specifically, we want to discuss the implications for the most 
recognized and reputed value-oriented approach, VSD, which emerged in the 1990s. In their recent publication, 
Friedman and Hendry (2019) stress that any ethical theory can be used for the value elicitation phase in VSD projects. 
Our results show that this VSD position has some merit, as all ethical theories have an embedded idea of what is 
important for morally judging a situation and can thus help to identify values that are relevant for a technology. 
However, we argue that it is the combination of several ethical perspectives that is most fruitful for an ethically aligned 
and creative innovation process.  

Up to now, more than half of the VSD projects and studies considered in a recent review (Winkler and Spiekermann, 
2018) included an analysis of harms and benefits, implying an underlying utilitarian reasoning. In our study, we find 
that utilitarianism is the best method to foster creative fluency and to uncover the highest number of beneficial value 
effects; it also acknowledges the highest number of stakeholders. However, utilitarianism is not suited to anticipating 
how a technology affects the long-term character and behaviour of stakeholders. Will patients get impatient if they 
become habituated to always being able to reach a doctor online? Will doctors become jealous of their professional 
peers if they are not ranked highly on the telemedicine platform? What will constant digital companionship from early 
childhood do to the courage of children once they are without their digital friend? A total of 44 out of the 47 virtues 
(93.6%) identified for the three technologies were uncovered by the virtue ethical analysis. Virtue ethics was also the 
main driver of the significantly higher originality achieved in the value-based approach. The third ethical perspective, 
deontology, only added a few additional value ideas and stakeholders, which is not too surprising as deontology asked 
participants to reflect on personal maxims after they had already creatively identified values in the two previous ethical 
analyses. This again implies that they might repeat something they had previously raised as an issue. Still, deontology 
also contributed unique values such as “self-care” or “better world” and was especially sensitive to adverse effects. 
From these findings we conclude that an ethical elicitation of values should consider a heterogeneous set of ethical 
theories to avoid missing out on relevant issues.  

While our results show that the value-based approach chosen in the IEEE 7000 standard uncovers a broad range of 
relevant values, we also found a limitation: participants missed out on the impact that the three technologies could 
have on the environment. Only one environmental value was detected by the utilitarian analysis in the bike courier 
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app, where a greener city was envisioned when bikes instead of cars conducted the food deliveries. This is a meagre 
result in times of abounding environmental discussions. Participants could have thought about the digital waste that 
is created when analogue products are digitalized as in the case of the smart teddy bear, or the CO2 emissions caused 
by the many AI functionalities they envisioned. Whether nature was not considered because of our instructions or the 
choice of ethical theories is not clear. Future research that looks into the different aspects that ethical theories address 
would not only form an interesting follow-up study, but also contribute to the wider discussion of the use of ethical 
theories for technology design (Jacobs and Huldtgren 2018). 

Limitations and opportunities for future research 
The students participating in our study attended over 2,000 hours of lectures in management and IT; still, we 
acknowledge the student sample as a weakness of the reported study. In corporate practice, subject matter experts with 
insight into customer needs heavily influence innovation ideas. It is almost impossible to motivate such qualified 
innovators across industries to test a new method of the kind we studied here. Promising lab results like the ones 
presented here on a real-world case like the telemedicine system could motivate corporations to engage in value-based 
planning. Secondly, we acknowledge that any measurement of creativity is a challenge. While we believe that the 
indicators we developed in this study are a noteworthy achievement for a quantitative operationalization of creativity 
in innovation management, we are also aware of their limits. The history of innovation shows that sometimes it may 
be just one person, who might not necessarily be especially fluent or original, that can have one disruptive industry 
idea. Our approach followed previous empirical research on creativity, which uses multiple indicators to assess the 
creativity of a person or product (Batey, 2012). Finally, a potential third limitation is the within-subject design, which 
caused carry-over effects for the participants who analysed each technology twice. However, we mitigated this effect 
by placing several weeks between the innovation planning tasks and––more importantly––strictly controlling for all 
idea overlaps. However, we also want to stress that our research aim goes beyond a pure comparison of methods. As 
argued above, product roadmapping will continue to be an important part of IT innovation. With the studies that we 
present, we want to show that traditional innovation practices can be enriched by value-based planning as an additional 
practice. Our research shows that such a complementary approach to more ethically aligned IT innovation is 
strategically wise as it can also foster creative thinking in the innovation process.  

Conclusion 
The digital transformation of the economy pressures companies to come up with convincing value propositions for 
investors and customers and defend a competitive position in an environment of start-ups that want to digitally disrupt 
existing markets. While the need for creativity abounds in this environment, innovation needs to accommodate not 
only hyped technological advancements, but also higher human needs and values. In this article we show how 
traditional product roadmapping practices are limited in the extent to which they can achieve this, as they focus too 
much on technology strategy and an abstract user market. In contrast, the value-based approach that we investigated 
as a potential addition to the technical planning of products inspires better technological products by identifying many 
more potential benefits of an envisioned product, addressing a broader range of stakeholders and being sensitive to 
more potential stakeholder harms. In a two-study mixed-method research project covering three IT case studies––a 
digital toy, a food-delivery app and a telemedicine system––we show how theories of ethics foster creative and ethical 
thinking in the innovation process. The value-based approach, which is inspired by utilitarianism, virtue ethics, and 
deontology, considered a much broader set of stakeholders and took potential adverse effects into account while at the 
same time boosting creativity on value benefits. It inspired participants to come up with more than twice as many 
product ideas and more than three times as many value ideas, but also to be more flexible and original in their value 
thinking. Value-based ideas acknowledged a broad range of value classes including individual and social values. They 
were also more original, departing from mainstream values such as IT security or ease of use to also uncover unique 
value ideas, for instance, on how to foster community, flexibility, or human contact. Unlike the traditional product 
roadmapping approach, which elicited ideas involving instrumental values with a technical and economic focus (e.g. 
IT security or efficiency), participants acknowledged higher principles with intrinsic value (e.g. freedom or personal 
growth) when employing value-based product planning. Our results not only provide insights into the creative power 
that can be unleashed by taking a value-based approach with different ethical perspectives, but also show the 
usefulness of a quantitative operationalization in evaluating and comparing innovation methods in terms of creativity 
and ethical considerations. We hope that our elaborate methodological approach using both qualitative and 
quantitative methods can support researchers, scholars, and practitioners in future value-oriented projects. 
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Appendix 

Table 1. Instructions and resulting data structure for the product roadmap and value-based planning. 

Approach Instructions Resulting data structure Deduced factors 

Product roadmap   

 Think about the core characteristics that the 
<product/service> should have. List and prioritize these 
characteristics over time. Given the <product/service> 
characteristics, what technical capabilities detail these? 
Align the technical capabilities needed with the service 
characteristics you identified. Think about potential 
competitors of <the product/service>. Does the 
competitive analysis add any points to your roadmap?  

• Analysis of technology 
trajectory and market 
competition  

• Product characteristics 
• Related technical 

features 
• Affected stakeholder(s)  

• Idea labels = 
categories 

• Direction of an 
idea (beneficial 
or harmful) 

• Category groups 
• Value classes 
• Affected 

stakeholder(s) 

Value-based product planning  

 a) Utilitarianism: Identify benefits and harms 
associated with <the product/service> [plus 
affected direct or indirect stakeholders]. For all 
benefits and harms reflect on what ‘values’ they 
actually relate to. Note down: Which product 
characteristics could foster/protect these values? 

• Potential benefits or 
harms 

• Related value(s) 
• Product characteristics  
• Affected stakeholder(s)  

 b) Virtue ethics: Identify good or bad characteristics 
of behaviour and character (virtues or vices) that 
could arise in a human being from using <the 
product/service> in the long run. Note down: 
Which product characteristics could foster/protect 
these virtues? 

• Potential character 
benefits or harms 

• Related virtue(s) 
• Product characteristics  
• Affected stakeholder(s)  

 c) Deontology: Identify personal maxims potentially 
undermined or fostered, which you consider to be 
of universal relevance and where you believe there 
is a duty to consider them in the present 
<product/service> design. Identify the value(s) 
your maxims are related to. Note down: Which 
product characteristic could protect your personal 
maxims and the related values? 

• Personal maxims 
potentially fostered or 
harmed 

• Related value(s) 
• Related product 

characteristics  
• Affected stakeholder(s)  
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Table 2. Description of category groups. 

Category group Description Examples 

Product 
characteristics 

Product characteristics describe the product/service and its specific 
(technical) features, capabilities or processes.  

Scheduling function, 
Notifications, Search engine 
for information 

Instrumental values This category encompasses positive and negative instrumental 
values that are either supported or harmed. Instrumental values 
cannot be seen as ends in themselves, they describe extrinsic 
values that are means to a higher intrinsic value. The question 
“What is [the value] good for?” helps to decide whether the value is 
really instrumental (extrinsic) or an end in itself (intrinsic).  

Accuracy, Transparency, 
Convenience 

Intrinsic values This category encompasses positive and negative intrinsic values 
that are either supported or harmed. Intrinsic values are good and 
valuable in themselves (not for something else). When there is no 
answer to the question “What is [the value] good for?” the value is 
an intrinsic value. 

Freedom, Health, Safety 

Virtues This category encompasses virtues and vices that are either 
supported or harmed. Virtues describe values of human conduct 
that are considered expressions of moral excellence or long-term 
morally good character traits that are socially desirable and 
appreciated. Vices describe the opposite.  

Considerateness (virtue), 
Kindness/Friendliness (virtue, 
Jealousy (vice) 

Personal 
characteristics and 
abilities 

This category encompasses characteristics and abilities of a person 
that are either supported or harmed. While they can describe 
character traits and skills that are socially desirable, they do not 
indicate moral excellence and thus do not qualify as virtues.  

Curiosity, Social skills, 
Spontaneity 

Emotions This category encompasses the positive or negative experiences of 
sentient beings that are accompanied by a specific, more or less 
consciously perceived bodily state. 

Affection, Feeling joy, Feeling 
rejected 

 

Table 3. Description of value classes.  

Value class Description Examples 

Technical values 
 

Technical values describe positive and negative values that are 
carried by a technology but brings value to humans.  

Ease of use, IT security, 
Reliability & robustness 

Economic values Economic values describe positive and negative values that are 
important from the perspective of economic agents (e.g. 
companies or customers). 

Competitive power, 
Monetary benefits, 
Innovation 

Individual values Individual values describe positive and negative values that are 
important for individuals. Individuals bear these values, as the 
underlying behaviours and character traits are bound to them.  

Comfort, Laziness (negative), 
Personal growth 

Social values Social values describe positive and negative values that are 
important for the interaction and coexistence of people.  

Community, Equality, Human 
contact  

Social-individual 
values 

Social and individual values describe positive and negative values 
that are important for an individual living within a social context. 

Commitment, Helping 
others/Helpfulness, Trust 

Social-technical 
values 

Social and technical values describe positive and negative values 
that combine a technological aspect with social implications. 

Accessibility, Machine-human 
friendship, Trust in technology 
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Table 4. Category system showing all 272 categories with descriptions and arranged in category groups (i.e., 
instrumental values, intrinsic values, virtues, emotions, personal characteristics and abilities, and product 
characteristics). Value ideas are additionally grouped according to their value class (i.e., economic, individual, 
social, technical, or environmental). Due to different meanings in their case study context, „Loyalty“ and 
„Availability“ come up twice.   

Category group: Instrumental values 

Value class: Economic values  

Availability of employees The product/service/system is designed in a way that ensures that the company's employees 
are always available 

Competitive power The product/service/system increases the company's power, e.g., within the market or with 
regard to the customers 

Competitive power 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system decreases the company's power, e.g., within the market or with 
regard to the customers 

Credibility [harmed] The product/service/system inspires actions that harm the credibility of the product/service or 
those involved, e.g., the company 

Efficiency & optimization The system helps to make something faster or optimizes it another way, e.g., by reducing 
unnecessary processes (“overhead”), adapting to demand, leading to higher effectiveness, or 
by efficient matching, e.g., of patients and doctors or bikers and restaurants  

Efficiency & optimization 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system makes something less efficient 

Errors and 
misunderstandings [neg. 
prevented] 

The product/service/system helps to avoid/leads to fewer errors, misunderstandings, 
misinterpretations, e.g., wrong orders 

Errors and 
misunderstandings [neg.] 

The product/service/system does not avoid/leads to more errors, misunderstandings, 
misinterpretations, e.g., wrong orders 

High quality service The product/service/system is described or perceived as enabling or maintaining a good, high 
quality, or even “the best” service/product (fast, successful, reliable, accurate, on time, serious, 
qualified …) or offers high quality sound, material etc. 

High quality service 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system does not support or harms/endangers a good/high 
quality service/product (fast, successful, reliable, accurate, on time …) 

Innovation The product/service/system fosters innovation by supporting the development of new 
products and processes, as well as the improvement of existing ones 

Job positions & 
opportunities 

The product/service/system has a positive impact on jobs, e.g., by creating new jobs or 
positions or guaranteeing job stability 

Job positions & 
opportunities [harmed] 

The product/service/system has a negative impact on jobs, e.g., (potential) job loss, fewer jobs, 
fewer career opportunities 

Monetary benefits The product/service/system is affordable, for free or supports measures that have a 
positive monetary impact on customers, e.g., lower prices for the costumer 

Monetary benefits 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system is not affordable, expensive, or has a negative monetary impact on 
customers, e.g., higher prices for the costumer 

Novelty, diversity The product/service/system fosters diversity and/or novelty, by suggesting new things (e.g., 
new meals) or a variety of things, encouraging to try out new things (e.g., different food), not 
stick with routines, e.g., because different types of service or of product are offered 
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Novelty, diversity [harmed] The product/service/system harms/decreases/does not support diversity and/or novelty, for 
example, by (not) suggesting new things (e.g., new meals) or a variety of things etc. 

Productivity, profit, money The system or product has a monetary impact on stakeholders, e.g., earning more money, 
increasing wealth or profits, expanding business, saving on costs, new investment possibilities, 
better performance 

Productivity, profit, money 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system leads to a reduced profit, prosperity, or wealth (for the company) 

Simplicity The product/service/system is simple or helps to make something less complex 

Visibility & reputation The product promotes the visibility and reputation of companies/restaurant (sometimes 
referred to as “recognition”) 

Visibility & reputation 
[harmed] 

Product does not promote or harms the visibility and reputation of companies/restaurants 
(sometimes referred to as “recognition”) 

Work capacities The product/service/system increases capacities for people in their work, e.g., by taking 
workload from them so they have more time to work on other important tasks 

Work capacities [harmed] The product/service/system decreases capacities for people in their work, e.g., by increasing 
their workload so they have less time to work on important tasks 

Value class: Individual values  

(More) Free time The product/service/system gives or allows the user to have (more) (free) time, for example by 
relieving the user of certain tasks 

Accuracy The product/service/system supports accuracy, that is, correct decisions and judgments, e.g., 
by providing a doctor with good information for making a diagnosis; sometimes referred to as 
“reliability” of the service 

Accuracy [harmed] The product/service/system undermines accuracy, that is, correct decisions and judgments, 
e.g., through missing information for a doctor making a diagnosis; sometimes referred to as a 
lacking “reliability” of the service 

Availability The system is highly available, e.g., “24/7” 

Comfort The product or system fosters comfort, e.g., when user (e.g., kid or patient) is in distress or 
afraid 

Control The system grants control to the user, customer, or company, e.g., over the process, over the 
device, over the application, over the menu etc. 

Control [harmed] The system undermines the control of the user, customer, or company, e.g., because control 
over the process, over the device, over the application, over the menu etc. is lost/decreased 

Convenience The product/service is convenient to use or increases convenience, e.g., because it makes 
it possible to place orders online 

Corruptibility [neg., 
prevented] 

The product/service/system undermines corruptibility, that is, acting on false information or 
through payment to increase one's own success or profit, e.g., by providing reliable, objective 
information 

Corruptibility [neg.] The product/service/system supports corruptibility, that is, acting on false information or 
through payment to increase one's own success or profit 

Flexibility for person The product/service/system offers options so that the user can adapt it to the situation, e.g., 
flexible time management, you can work or learn whenever you want 
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Motivation, Encouragement The product/service/system motivates or encourages the user/customer to do something, e.g., 
to achieve a goal, to do sports 

Motivation, Encouragement 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system does not motivate the user/customer to do something e.g., to 
achieve a goal, to do sports 

Time efficiency (service) The product/service/system helps to save time by being efficient -> efficiency of the process is 
emphasized 

Value class: Social-individual values 

Physical space [harmed] Physical space is reduced because of the product/service/system, e.g., the pedestrian or bike 
lane is crowded because of the bike couriers 

Value class: Social-technical values  

Accessibility The system's design supports people with deficiencies or disabilities (e.g., people with bad 
eyesight) or rare technology users (e.g., older people or people who did not grow up with the 
internet) etc., e.g., by providing an audio guide or a zoom function 

Accessibility [harmed] The system's design does not support people with deficiencies or disabilities (e.g., people with 
bad eyesight) or rare technology users (e.g., older people or people who did not grow up with 
the internet), e.g., because of a complicated design that is not easily accessible for them 

Trust in technology The product/service/system fosters trust in technology for the user, or for society as a whole 

Trust in technology 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms trust in technology for the user, or for society as a whole 

Value class: Social values 

Charity The product/service/system supports charity, that is, contributing to the common good, e.g., 
through donations 

Child-parent relationship The product/service/system supports parents spending time with their child/ren, building a 
loving relationship, getting to know them well, etc.  

Child-parent relationship 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system leads to parents neglecting their child/ren, spending less time with 
them etc.  

Community The product/service/system helps to bring people together, e.g., by enforcing teamwork or 
planning meetings and events, or by allowing users to invite other people–also people they 
don't know, e.g., to have dinner together, delivery to public places or family/group accounts so 
that people can have food together, etc.  

Cooperation The product/service fosters cooperation, that is, people working together, being connected, 
e.g., with colleagues (to achieve something) 

Cooperation [harmed] The product/service harms cooperation, that is, people working together, being connected, 
which might lead to reduced communication and isolation  

Family (time) [harmed] Because of the product, the user spends less time with his/her family, for example because 
family dinners become rare as everyone orders food 

Human contact The product/service/system fosters human contact, that is, social or personal interactions 

Human contact [harmed] The product/service/system harms human contact, that is, social or personal interactions and 
thereby social behaviour, e.g., no direct contact with people (e.g., customers), no quality time 
spent with people, no face-to-face interactions, having to work alone, isolation 

Legal compliance The product/service/system fosters compliance with legal regulations 
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Legal compliance [harmed] The product/service/system makes legal compliance difficult, e.g., by opening up legal 
questions that are not easily resolved 

Value class: Technical values  

Aesthetics, nice design The system shows/does not show advertisement 

Availability The system is highly available, e.g., “24/7” 

Durability The physical product is designed in a way that fosters durability 

Durability [harmed] The physical product is not designed in a way that fosters durability 

Ease of maintenance The physical product or system is designed in a way that fosters easy maintenance 

Ease of maintenance 
[harmed] 

The physical product or system is designed in a way that makes it difficult to maintain 

Ease of use The product or system or specific product functions (e.g., setting up the account or assigning 
courier jobs) are referred to as “easy to use”, “easy”, “convenient”, “intuitive”, “simple”, 
“clear”, “user-friendly”, or “usable”; can involve “good user experience” 

Ease of use [harmed] The product or system or specific product functions are not easy to use 

IT security The system is based on IT principles (e.g., confidentiality, integrity, authentication, encryption, 
biometric/face/fingerprint identification) that ensure that it is secure, cannot be hacked etc. 

IT Security [harmed] The system is either not based on IT principles (e.g., confidentiality, integrity, authentication, 
encryption, biometric/face/fingerprint identification) that ensure that it is secure, can be 
hacked or is not protected from third parties  

Personalization, 
customization 

The product/service/system can be (=setting options) or is already (=specific settings or 
characteristics) adapted to the user’s skills (e.g., biker-friendly roads, age-appropriateness) 
and/or the user's preferences (e.g., language) 

Personalization, 
customization [harmed] 

The product/service/system is not or cannot be adapted to the user’s skills or preferences 

Reliability & robustness The system does not easily fail, is stable and reliable 

Reliability & robustness 
[harmed] 

The system easily fails/crashes, is unstable or unreliable 

Transparency The system makes something transparent, for example, how a process works; is sometimes 
listed in combination with “feedback/info” or “evaluation” 

Transparency [harmed] The system undermines transparency, for example, because of a missing feedback or 
evaluation system 

Category group: Intrinsic values 

Value class: Environmental values  

Environmental protection The product/service/system is produced or designed in a way that reduces or avoids harm done 
to the natural environment, e.g., by helping to reduce waste or car emissions 

Environmental protection 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system is produced or designed in a way that does not avoid or 
causes harm to the natural environment, e.g., causes pollution through waste or use of non-
renewable energy such as fossil fuels 

Value class: Individual values  
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Autonomy The product/service/system supports the person's ability to make his/her own decisions or and 
act independently 

Autonomy [harmed] The product/service/system does not support the person's ability to make his/her own 
decisions or even prevents him/her from acting independently 

Dignity The product/service/system supports human dignity, e.g., by supporting humane treatment of 
people 

Dignity [harmed] Because of the product/service/system, human dignity is undermined as people feel humiliated 
(e.g., because of wearing a pink uniform), used merely as means to an end, or rated through 
numbers 

Freedom The product/service/system fosters freedom, that is, it opens up possibilities or supports the 
person's state of being free, without any (external) constraints  

Freedom [harmed] The product/service/system undermines freedom, that is, it restrains the person's state of 
being free, e.g., through external measures such as regulations or surveillance 

Health The product/service/system is designed in a way that supports the health of the user or 
customer, e.g., by supporting healthy nutrition or providing health tips or healthcare 

Health [harmed] The product or system does not support the health of the user or customer or even decreases 
it, e.g., by encouraging unhealthy nutrition 

Independence The product/service/system fosters independence, that is, to not be dependent on someone or 
something (machine/system) else 

Independence [harmed] The product/service harms independence or creates/fosters dependence, e.g., restaurants or 
bikers become dependent on the application 

Innocence [harmed] The product/service/system harms innocence, e.g., by imposing success barometers on a child's 
development 

Knowledge, education The product/service/system informs the user well, supports the user's learning (e.g., by 
adjusting teaching methods), understanding, comprehension and education, acts as a teacher, 
increases the user's knowledge and skills (e.g., language skills) 

Knowledge, education 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms people's knowledge or does not support their learning and 
education, e.g., through misleading information 

Loss of identity [neg.] The product/service/system does not protect or leads to the loss of one's identity, e.g., because 
of job loss or dependence on technology 

Mental, psychological 
health 

The product or system is designed in a way that ensures that the user or customer is mentally 
well and supports his/her psychological health, e.g., is not manipulative 

Mental, psychological 
health [harmed] 

The product or system is designed in a way that does not ensure that the user or customer is 
mentally well or harms his/her psychological health, e.g., shows content that is not appropriate 
(for the age of the user) 

Personal growth The product/service/system fosters personal growth, that is, to strive for excellence, give your 
best, and self-improve 

Personal growth [harmed] The product/service/system harms or does not support personal growth, that is, it avoids 
people from striving for excellence, giving their best and self-improve 

Privacy The product/service/system ensures the privacy/data protection of the user or customer, 
and/or protects personal data e.g., through anonymity, good privacy policies, asking for 
consent, and/or protects from surveillance of the user/customer etc. 
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Privacy [harmed] The product/service/system does not ensure the privacy/data protection of the user or 
customer, does not protect personal data, or enables the surveillance of the user/customer etc.  

Purpose, meaningfulness, 
idealism 

The product/service/system fosters the feeling of having a purpose, perceiving the 
meaningfulness of one's life, being able to live according to one's idealism, or fulfilment 

Safety The product/service/system is designed in a way that ensures and fosters the safety of the user 
or customer, e.g., by watching over a child 

Safety [harmed] The product/service/system is designed in a way that decreases or endangers the safety of the 
user or customer 

Satisfaction, happiness, 
contentment 

The product/service satisfies the user, the user is pleased with his/her situation, experiences 
positive emotions, pleasure, happiness and contentment; well-being 

Satisfaction, happiness, 
contentment [harmed] 

The product/service/system does not lead to user happiness or satisfaction 
  

Social/legal security The product/service/system supports measures that ensure the social and/or legal security of 
the users/customers/employees, e.g., basic coverage and insurance or (better) juridical 
protection 

Social/legal security 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system does not support measures that ensure social security of the 
users/customers/employees, e.g., basic coverage and insurance or (better) juridical protection 

Value class: Social-individual values  

Belongingness The product/service/system fosters (the sense of) belonging/belongingness, e.g., between a 
waiter in a restaurant and customers, between bike couriers, etc. 

Belongingness [harmed] The product/service/system decreases (the sense of) belonging/belongingness, for example 
because of reduced human contact, e.g., between a waiter in a restaurant and customers, 
between bike couriers, etc. 

Trust The product/service/system fosters trust in other people 

Trust [harmed] The product/service/system harms or does not support trust in other people 

Value class: Social-technical values  

Friendship (machine-
human) 

The product or system is a friend to the user or customer 

Value class: Social values  

Better world The product/service/system contributes to a better world 

Development of society The product/service/system supports positive societal developments 

Equality The product/service/system is produced or designed in a way that ensures that everyone can 
do the same thing despite different resources and skills; but see “Accessibility” for the specific 
description of an accessible design 

Equality [harmed] The product/service/system is produced or designed in a way that decreases the chances that 
everyone can do the same thing despite different resources and skills (i.e., they have equal 
opportunities); but see “Accessibility [harmed]” for the specific description of an accessible 
design 

Fairness The product/service/system fosters a fair and just state, behaviour, or system, e.g., through fair 
and objective decisions or by preventing misuse or abuse; if the focus lies on the person, 
“Truthfulness, honesty” or “Corruptibility [neg., prevented]” might offer a better option 
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Fairness [harmed] The product/service/system undermines a fair and just state, behaviour, or system, e.g., 
through misuse or abuse; if the focus lies on the person, “Truthfulness, honesty [harmed]” or 
“Corruptibility [neg.]” might offer a better option 

Friendship (human-human) The product/service/system fosters friendships between people 

Friendship (human-human) 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system endangers/harms friendships between people 
  

Love The product/service/system fosters love, e.g., among parents and children 

Love [harmed] The product/service/system harms/decreases love, e.g., among parents and children 

Category group: Virtues 

Value class: Economic values  

Loyalty The product/service/system increases the user's or customer's loyalty to the company 

Loyalty [harmed] The product/service/system harms the user's or customer's loyalty  

Value class: Individual values  

(Self-)discipline The product/service/system fosters self-discipline as drivers have to follow navigations, 
couriers have to deliver food, children need to behave. But see “Perseverance” in case it is 
stressed that something is done in spite of obstacles etc.  

(Self-)discipline [harmed] The product/service/system harms self-discipline 

Accomplishment, 
determination, ambition 

The product/service/system fosters healthy enthusiasm for doing something, commitment, 
devotion, wanting to achieve something, ambition (e.g., for extreme ambition, code 
“Accomplishment, determination, ambition [harmed]”)  

Accomplishment, 
determination, ambition 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms enthusiasm for doing something, commitment, devotion, 
wanting to achieve something, ambition; either because these abilities/capacities cannot 
develop or because they come up in an extreme form (e.g., being overly ambitious is not 
virtuous, too much commitment might lead to obsessions etc.) 

Authenticity [harmed] The product/service/system harms the person's authenticity, e.g., when users/customers have 
to “obey the system” 

Caring (about things) The product/service/system fosters people's care for/taking care of things, e.g., by asking from 
the couriers to take care of the food they deliver 

Caring (about things) 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system does not support people's care for/taking care of things, e.g., 
bikers may take less care of food because of time pressure 

Cleanliness/Hygiene The product/service/system fosters a person's (the biker's) personal hygiene  

Courage The product/service fosters a person's courage, for example, to do something on one's own 

Courage [harmed] The product/service/system does not support courage in the user but rather makes him/her 
easily frightened 

Diligence The product/service/system fosters diligence, that is, investing effort and care in doing things 
well 

Diligence [harmed] The product/service/system undermines diligence, that is, investing effort and care in doing 
things well 

Excellence The product/service/system fosters excellence, that is, the striving to do something or be 
something in the best way possible 
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Flexibility of the person The product/service/system fosters the flexibility of a person, based on its own flexibility  

Flexibility of the person 
[harmed] 

Because of the product/service system, people might become less flexible, e.g., because of 
routine 

Frugality The product/service/system fosters the ability to not waste resources  

Frugality [harmed] The product/service/system harms the ability to not waste resources and be content with less 

Gratefulness, gratitude The product/service/system fosters the gratitude of a person, e.g., customer is thankful to 
receive the ordered food 

Gratefulness, gratitude 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms the gratitude of a person 

Greed [neg.] The product/service/system fosters greed, that is, excessive fear of losing something or want 
for more 

Integrity The product/service/system fosters a person's integrity, e.g., because of fair management 
decisions  

Integrity - The product/service/system harms a person's integrity, e.g., because of job loss, or loss of 
phone (and data) 

Jealousy [neg.] The product/service/system fosters jealousy or envy, that is, feelings that one does not want to 
share something with others or wants to have something that others have 

Laziness [neg.] The product/service/system fosters being unoccupied, becoming inactive or lazy 

Modesty, humbleness 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system undermines or decreases the ability to be humble, modest, to not 
show off and be modest about one's achievements and possessions 
also: humility 

Narrowmindedness [neg.]  The product/service/system supports people in becoming narrow-minded, e.g., because of 
obedience to an app 

Obsession [neg.] The product/service/system fosters obsessive behaviours or attitudes in the user 

Openness The product/service/system fosters openness in people, that is, the willingness to experience 
something new 

Openness [harmed] The product/service/system harms the desire to go outside and explore the world 

Orderliness The product/service/system fosters orderliness or cleanliness, that is, the ability to keep one's 
things and room tidy and in order 

Orderliness [harmed] The product/service/system harms orderliness or cleanliness, that is, the ability to keep one's 
things and room tidy and in order 

Patience The product/service/system fosters the ability to be patient or act patiently 

Patience [harmed] Because of the product/service/system, people might lose their ability to be patient or be/act 
impatient/ly 

Perseverance The product/service/system fosters perseverance or persistence, that is, to not stop in spite of 
difficulties 

Perseverance [harmed] The product/service/system harms or decreases perseverance or persistence, that is, to not 
stop in spite of difficulties 
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Prudence [harmed] The product/service/system undermines prudence, e.g., by discouraging people to do regular 
health checks 

Punctuality The product/service/system fosters punctuality, that is, being on time 

Responsibility & reliability The product/service makes the person act reliably/responsibly or feel responsible for his/her 
actions, duties and tasks and do them well 

Responsibility & reliability 
[harmed] 

The product/service makes the person act less reliably/responsibly, feel responsible for his/her 
actions, duties and tasks 

Reverence [harmed] The product/service/system harms reverence, e.g., due to lack of affection and decreased 
human contact 

Self-awareness The product/service/system fosters self-awareness, e.g., by supporting an awareness of one's 
health and well-being 

Self-care The product/service/system fosters self-care, that is, looking after oneself 

Self-interest [neg.] The product/service/system fosters self-interest, that is, using things for one's own means 

Selflessness [harmed] The product/service/system reduces selflessness, that is, valuing others higher than oneself 
and acting to the benefit of others, e.g., sharing 

Sense of justice The product/service/system fosters a sense of justice, that is, the ability to discern what is 
wrong from what is right 

Sense of justice [harmed] The product/service/system harms the sense of justice, that is, the ability to discern what is 
wrong from what is right 

Temperance, self-control 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms temperance, that is, the ability to keep one's nerves and to 
restrain oneself, one's thoughts or one's feelings  

Value class: Social-individual values  

Caring (about people) The product/service/system fosters people's care for other people  

Caring (about people) 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system does not foster people's care or concern for other people or 
decreases/harms it 

Commitment The product/service/system fosters people's commitment or dedication, that is, binding oneself 
to an object/agreement/person/company 

Commitment [harmed] The product/service/system does not support/harms people's commitment or dedication, e.g., 
because of a fixed salary, people might not be fully committed to their job 

Considerateness The product/service/system fosters a considerate, cautious, and careful attitude, e.g., thinking 
of other people or interests and reflecting these thoughts in one's own behaviour 

Considerateness [harmed] The product/service/system harms/does not support a considerate, cautious, and careful 
attitude or even leads to carelessness, e.g., not thinking of other people or interests or not 
reflecting these thoughts in one's own behaviour 

Empathy, compassion The product/service fosters empathy or compassion  

Empathy, compassion 
[harmed] 

The product/service leads to a loss of empathy or compassion, e.g., due to increased 
interaction with technology and decreased human contact 

Forgiveness [harmed] The product/service/system harms forgiveness, that is, the ability to forgive someone 

Generosity The product/service/system fosters generosity, e.g., manager could be generous towards 
employees 
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Generosity [harmed] The product/service/system harms generosity, e.g., customers are not generous towards 
courier 

Helping others, helpfulness The product/service supports helpfulness and helping others, and/or makes/lets people 
contribute to other people's happiness by providing a service to them, also referred to as 
“beneficence” or “altruism” 

Helping others, helpfulness 
[harmed] 

The product/service does not support helpfulness and helping others, also referred to as 
“beneficence” or “altruism” 

Impartiality [harmed] The product/service/system undermines impartiality, that is, forming one's opinion objectively 
and independently 

Kindness/friendliness The product/service makes people be/act friendly with/towards other people 

Kindness/friendliness 
[harmed] 

Because of the product/service/system, people are not as kind as before  

Loyalty The product/service/system increases the user's or customer's loyalty to the company 

Respect The product/service/system fosters respect, i.e., appreciating or being appreciated by someone 

Respect [harmed] The product/service/system harms or endangers respect towards (other) human beings, i.e., 
appreciating or being appreciated by someone 

Solidarity [harmed] The product/service/system fosters solidarity, that is, feeling with other people and acting 
accordingly  

Tactfulness The product/service/system fosters tactfulness, that is, having the right attitude in a situation 
and acting accordingly  

Tactfulness [harmed] The product/service/system harms tactfulness, that is, having the right attitude in a situation 
and acting accordingly  

Tolerance The product/service/system fosters or increases tolerance, that is, acceptance of other people 
and the way they are 

Tolerance [harmed] The product/service/system endangers or reduces tolerance 

Truthfulness, honesty The product/service/system fosters the attitude of being honest, sincere, truthful, or keeping 
one's promises 

Truthfulness, honesty 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms or decreases the attitude of being honest, sincere, truthful, 
or breaking one's promises 

Category group: Emotions 

Exhaustion, burnout [neg.] The product/service/system leads to the experience of exhaustion or burnout symptoms, e.g., 
because of job demands 

Feeling hope The product/service/system supports the feeling of hope 

Feeling joy The product/service/system fosters joyfulness, that is, a joyful, happy attitude towards people 
and the world  

Feeling lonely [neg., 
prevented] 

The product/service/system prevents feelings of loneliness or solitude, e.g., by enabling the 
user (or other people) to share the company of other people 

Feeling lonely [neg.] The product/service/system causes feelings of loneliness or solitude, e.g., because the user (or 
other people) does not share the company of other people 
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Feeling powerless [neg.] The product/service/system leads to feelings of powerlessness or self-doubt, e.g., due to 
constant control; lack of empowerment 

Feeling proud The product/service/system fosters feelings of pride, e.g., for having achieved something great 

Feeling rejected [neg.] The product/service/system causes feelings of rejection, e.g., between patients and doctors  

Feeling safe The product/service/system helps the user to feel safe and protected  

Fun The product/service/system increases fun, or it is stressed that certain functions are enjoyed 

Fun [harmed] The product/service/system decreases/does not support fun 

Passion, enthusiasm The product/service/system fosters enthusiasm or passion, that is, highly positive feelings 
towards an object or action or while doing something 

Passion, enthusiasm 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system decreases or prevents enthusiasm or passion, that is, highly 
positive feelings towards an object or action or while doing something 

Relaxation, calm The product/service/system allows the user or customer to be calm, relaxed, peaceful, with 
fewer concerns, e.g., through good information and feedback, because parents do not need to 
worry about their child because it is monitored by toy, or because the product/service/system 
creates a silent environment through fewer cars on the streets 

Relaxation, calm [harmed] The product/service/system harms the user or customer in that they cannot be/feel calm, 
relaxed, peaceful, or feel more concerned, e.g., because of a loud and noisy environment 

Wonder The product/service/system supports feelings of wonder, that is, a fascination for things in the 
world 

Affection The product/service/system fosters affection, that is, receiving affection from other people or 
feeling affection towards other people 

Affection [harmed] The product/service/system harms or decreases affection, that is, receiving affection from 
other people or feeling affection towards other people 

Category group: Personal characteristics or abilities 

Awareness and attention The product/service/system fosters the ability to concentrate/focus, increases awareness and 
attention, or decreases distraction(s) 

Awareness and attention 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms the ability to concentrate/focus, decreases awareness and 
attention, or leads to distraction 

Creativity, imagination The product/service/system fosters the ability to produce original and unusual ideas, or to 
make something new or imaginative 

Creativity, imagination 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system harms the ability to produce original and unusual ideas, or to make 
something new or imaginative 

Curiosity The product/service/system fosters curiosity 

Curiosity [harmed] The product/service/system harms/decreases curiosity 

Emotional competencies The product/service/system fosters the ability to share and express emotions 

Emotional competencies 
[harmed] 

The product/service/system undermines or harms the ability to share and express emotions 

Good judgment The product/service/system supports users in/does not foster the ability to make good and 
realistic judgments, e.g., about one's state of health 
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Good judgment [harmed] The product/service/system does not support users in/does not foster the ability to make good 
and realistic judgments, e.g., about dangers, or differentiating between humans, objects, and 
animals 

Humour The product/service/system fosters humour in people 

Humour [harmed] The product/service/system harms/decreases humour in people 

Obedience [harmed] The product/service fosters non-obedience or decreases obedience in people (i.e., acting in 
accordance to rules and orders, to do “what they are told”, e.g., follow the path as provided by 
the navigation service) 

Proactive behaviour The product/service/system fosters proactive behaviour and an active attitude and personality, 
that is, wanting to do something, to initiate something out of one's own motivation 

Self-confidence The product/service/system fosters (self-) confidence, self-esteem and self-respect, that is, 
positive feelings about oneself and one's achievements and competencies as well as the ability 
to stand by one's decisions or coming up with confident explanations  

Self-confidence [harmed] The product/service/system harms/decreases (self-confidence), self-esteem and self-respect, 
that is, positive feelings about oneself and one's achievements and competencies as well as the 
ability to stand by one's decisions or coming up with confident explanations 

Spontaneity The product/service/system fosters spontaneity, that is, the desire and ability to do something 
without planning it for a long time 

Conflict management 
abilities 

The product/service/system fosters or supports the ability to manage difficult social situations 
or conflicts 

Conflict management 
abilities [harmed] 

The product/service/system harms the ability to manage difficult social situations or conflicts or 
prevents such an ability from developing 

Social skills The product/service/system support or fosters social skills, which includes knowledge on how 
to build good relationships with people, how to best interact with people, how to understand 
people 

Social skills [harmed] The product/service/system does not support or harms social skills or leads to anti-social 
behaviour 

Tech-savviness The product/service/system fosters abilities and competencies to interact with technologies 

Category group: Product characteristics 

“Human-like personality”/ 
voice 

The product is designed to have a human-like personality 

Accounting system for 
salary 

The system offers an accounting system, e.g., for calculation and payment of monthly income, 
performance-salary algorithm, or accurate payment 

Adapts to new technologies The system quickly adapts to or adopts new technologies, e.g., new sensors or updated OS 

Advanced 
input/processing/output 

The product/system (1) is itself able to communicate (e.g., through speakers or visual display) 
and interact (e.g., through gestures or movements) with the user or customer in an 
intelligent/advanced way (e.g., correct grammar); (2) recognizes its surrounding, objects (feels 
touch), voices, emotions, speech as input for action/interaction 

Advertisements The system shows/does not show advertisement 

Automatic & Autonomous The system executes some functions automatically, without the user or customer having to 
interfere (in that sense it is “independent” from humans/user), or is referred to as 
“autonomous” 
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Basic functionality The basic functionality of the system is referred to, e.g., “server functionality” 

Basic infrastructure to 
interact 

The product or system can interact/communicate with the user, usually via speakers, 
microphone, camera, or chatbots (interaction human/machine; for communication between 
people, see “Enables communication”) 

Battery durability The product/system runs efficiently with low consumption of energy and good batteries, i.e., 
has a long battery life 

Brand The product/service/system comes with the building of a new brand 

Compatibility, Connectivity The product/system can be used on/connected to/accessed by different platforms (web, 
mobile, desktop, …), different operation systems (iOS, android, …) or different devices (tablet, 
PC, smartphone…) 

Data analytics The system collects information about the application or supports data analytics, predictive 
analytics, or pattern recognition 

Database The system supports databases, e.g., by collecting user data 

Detect bad customers or 
employees 

The system enables to watch out for / take actions against “bad customers” or employees 

Emergency handling The product/system has inbuilt functions (e.g., alarm button) for cases of emergency when the 
user is in danger, e.g., in case of an accident 

Enables communication The product or system enables communication between external parties (e.g., biker - 
customer), for example, through instant messaging, calls, or video chats (human-human 
interaction/communication) 

Entertainment programme The product or system offers a variety of entertaining programmes, for example, it can play 
videos/songs/music, tell stories 

Fast processing/response The system acts or reacts quickly/fast or the processing (e.g., of data) is fast 

Form factor The physical product’s appearance (e.g., size, weight, materials) or add-ons (e.g., sensors) or 
the system's make-up (e.g., interface) is mentioned as a separate product characteristic 

Health monitoring The product/system measures different biometrical parameters such as the body temperature, 
heart rate and sleep pattern of its primary user 

Information display The product or system provides information, also on the state of a process (e.g., food order, 
but also about e.g., weather, earnings), to the user or customer 

Maintenance: cleaning and 
charging 

The physical product or system's maintenance in terms of cleaning, washing, charging, etc., are 
described, e.g., “wireless charging”, “washable”, or “machine-washable” 

Monitors external 
environment 

The product/system measures different parameters such as room temperature and humidity in 
its environment by the use of sensors  

Motion The product is able to move around (on its own) 

Navigation service The system localizes the device and suggests a route, navigates and/or tracks, often using GPS; 
code here for “localization” and “tracking” 

Notifications The system notifies the user or related people (e.g., parents or customers), e.g., by a message 
or reminders in case of predefined conditions and circumstances (e.g., appointments) 

Parental control The system allows secondary users (e.g., parents) to control the product/service/system 

Payment options The product’s/service's/system’s payment options are mentioned, e.g., “digital” 
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Rating/review system The system allows for the evaluation, displays evaluations of or feedback for a service or 
(human) performance, and/or gives recommendations (based on this) 

Remembers and recalls The product/system remembers users (and their preferences), e.g., learns the child’s name 

Remote service The product/service/system allows digital, online or remote services, including online 
prescriptions by the doctor (to be issued/sent), delivery (e.g., of medicine) or diagnoses by a 
doctor 

Responds to gestures The system can be controlled via gestures 

Reward system The service or system allows good performances to be rewarded (e.g., by the company or the 
customers), for example, by rewarding customer loyalty 

Robust physical design The physical product is designed in a way that makes it robust, e.g., through long-lasting 
materials, shock-resistance, or waterproofness 

Safety monitoring The product/system surveils (or tracks) the user for his/her own safety 

Scheduling function The system supports the organization of shifts, jobs, appointments or consultations through the 
application 

Search engine for 
information 

The system allows searches for specific relevant information, such as diseases for patients 

Smart features The system is referred to as “smart” (often combined with technologies such as AI) 

Storage capacity The system's size in terms of storage capacity is referred to, e.g., its “weight” on the phone 

Subscription plans Specifics of how users are reached and bound to the product/service are mentioned, e.g., 
mailing campaigns, subscription plans, service payment, reimbursements, try-out-periods etc.  

Support service Support service is offered for people using the product/system or service to help and support 
the user (also includes video tutorials) 

Tracking and profiling The system tracks or records orders, deliveries, workers/bikers or monitors children's 
activities/movements or creates profiles of employees, for example, to ensure product/service 
quality, e.g., by assessing/checking their reliability, loyalty, or their performance 

Updates The system is or can be updated (regularly) 

User history The system displays the user's history, e.g., their past earnings and statistics 

Voice recognition The system recognizes voices and can be controlled via voice commands 
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Table 5. Overview of means separately listed for case study and approach. 

Product roadmap Bike courier app 
 (N=12) 

Smart teddy bear  
(N=24) 

Telemedicine system 
(N=18) 

Total  
(N=54) 

 Parameters Mean SD SE Mean SD SE Mean SD SE Mean SD SE 
 Adverse effects 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
 Beneficial effects 3.92 1.88 0.54 4.37 1.91 0.39 7.72 6.92 1.63 5.39 4.52 0.62 
 Stakeholders 1.42 1.38 0.40 1.58 1.25 0.25 3.94 1.80 0.42 2.33 1.85 0.25 
 Fluency - product ideas 8.00 3.28 0.95 10.00 3.89 0.79 17.33 10.44 2.46 12.00 7.67 1.04 
 Fluency - value ideas 3.92 1.88 0.54 4.37 1.91 0.39 7.72 6.92 1.63 5.39 4.52 0.62 
 Flexibility 1.75 0.62 0.18 1.96 0.62 0.13 2.50 1.10 0.26 2.09 0.85 0.12 
 Originality 0.21 0.15 0.04 0.35 0.11 0.02 0.30 0.10 0.02 0.30 0.13 0.02 

Value-based approach Bike courier app 
 (N=12) 

Smart teddy bear  
(N=24) 

Telemedicine system 
(N=18) 

Total  
(N=54) 

 Parameters Mean SD SE Mean SD SE Mean SD SE Mean SD SE 
 Adverse effects 10.08 4.46 1.29 10.13 4.14 0.85 9.83 4.55 1.07 10.02 4.27 0.58 
 Beneficial effects 14.67 5.79 1.67 14.46 6.80 1.39 18.39 7.45 1.76 15.81 6.94 0.95 
 Stakeholders 6.25 2.38 0.69 4.50 2.00 0.41 4.67 1.94 0.46 4.94 2.15 0.29 
 Fluency - product ideas 13.42 7.45 2.15 16.46 11.18 2.28 42.44 28.38 6.69 24.44 22.15 3.01 
 Fluency - value ideas 21.92 8.46 2.44 22.25 8.10 1.65 25.94 10.46 2.47 23.41 9.04 1.23 
   - value ideas, corr. 19.42 8.17 2.36 16.12 6.52 1.33 18.89 6.13 1.44 17.78 6.83 0.93 
 Flexibility 4.50 0.80 0.23 4.50 1.29 0.26 4.78 0.94 0.22 4.59 1.07 0.15 
 Originality 0.56 0.06 0.02 0.53 0.09 0.02 0.53 0.05 0.01 0.54 0.07 0.01 

 

Table 6. Overview of statistical effects of approaches and case studies. 

Approach main effect Product roadmap vs. value-based approach 

 Parameters df F p η2 
 Adverse effects 1, 51  263.88*** < 0.001 0.84 
 Beneficial effects 1, 51  198.48*** < 0.001 0.80 
 Stakeholders 1, 51  50.05*** < 0.001 0.50 
 Fluency - product ideas 1, 51 26.26*** < 0.001 0.34 
 Fluency - value ideas 1, 51 138.22*** < 0.001 0.73 
 Flexibility 1, 51  202.76*** < 0.001 0.80 
 Originality 1, 51  205.71*** < 0.001 0.80 

Case study main effect Bike courier app vs. smart teddy bear vs. telemedicine system 

 Parameters df F p η2 
 Adverse effects 2, 51 0.03 (n.s.) 0.980  < 0.01 
 Beneficial effects 2, 51  3.19 (n.s.) 0.050 0.11 
 Stakeholders 2, 51  6.81** 0.002 0.21 
 Fluency - product ideas 2, 51 15.65*** < 0.001 0.38 
 Fluency - value ideas 2, 51 2.76 (n.s.) 0.073 0.10 
 Flexibility 2, 51  2.33 (n.s.) 0.108  0.08 
 Originality 2, 51 1.94 (n.s.) 0.154  0.07 

Approach * case study interaction   

 Parameters df F P η2 
 Adverse effects 2, 51  0.03 (n.s.) 0.976  < 0.01 
 Beneficial effects 2, 51 0.09 (n.s.) 0.912  < 0.01 
 Stakeholders 2, 51 7.91** 0.001 0.24 
 Fluency - product ideas 2, 51 7.52** 0.001 0.23 
 Fluency - value ideas 2, 51 1.29 (n.s.) 0.284  0.05 
 Flexibility 2, 51  0.54 (n.s.) 0.588  0.02 
 Originality 2, 51  6.77** 0.002 0.21 

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. 


